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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 How users see a user interface,
 The concept of user illusion,
 Why it is hard for developers to spot usability issues.

 Be able to explain …
 how to use the concept of user illusion to improve a user
interface or interaction design.
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We see what we want to see
We see what make sense to us

User Illusions
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We see what we want to see
Example: Window

User Illusions
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We see what we want to see
Example: Background vs. Foreground

User Illusions
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We see what we want to see
Example: Scrolling

User Illusions
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We see what we want to see
Example: Scrolling

User Illusions
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We see what we want to see
Example: Scrolling

 Moving up the hand
Moves up the document

 What really happens?
 What happens on a graphics
level?

 What do we imagine?
 What is the metaphor?
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We see what we want to see
Example: Scrolling

User Illusions
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Why does the developer not have
usability issues (with their software)?
Why are many open source products are hard to use?

User Illusions
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Why does the developer not have
usability issues (with their software)?
Why are many open source products are hard to use?

 End users have little idea about
 system and software architecture
 remote database connections
 state transitions and dependencies
 internal query syntax
 application context
 system restrictions
…
 … and the do not care about it –
and they should not need to care about it!
User Illusions
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What do you see?
What do you know?
Colored pixels? Overlapping windows? Email Program?

Meeting notes and an urgent request by a colleague?

User Illusions
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User-Illusion and Metaphors
Alan Kay on metaphors

“At PARC we coined the phrase user illusion to
describe what we were about when designing the user
interface. There are clear connotations to the stage,
theatrics, and magic - all of which give strong hints
as to the direction to be followed. For example, the
screen as "Paper to be marked on" is a metaphor that
suggests pencils, brushes, and typewriting. Fine as far
as it goes. But it is the magic - understandable magic that really counts. Should we transfer the paper
metaphor so perfectly that the screen is as hard as
paper to erase and change? Clearly not.” (p. 199)
Kay, A. (1990). User interface: A personal view. In B. Laurel, (Ed.), The art of human computer interface
design (pp. 191–207). Reading , MA : Addison‐Wesley.
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User interfaces create
(understandable) Illusions

User Illusions
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Magic and User Illusions
A Constructive Approach to Support User Interface Design

1. Describe the perfect magical experience or the
optimal illusion you want to create

2. List all parameters that have an influence on the user
experience
1. What aids the user experience / illusion?
2. What breaks the user illusion?

3. Prioritize the parameters
and use this as input for
design decisions.

User Illusions
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 How do we recognize a window in the user interface as
window? How does this relate to gestalt laws?

 Why do developers often no realize usability problems?
 Explain the concept of user illusion.
 Explain how to use the concept of user illusion to improve a
user interface or interaction design.
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Focus on the Human
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 the basic activities in a human centered design process
 what are potential products in the design process
 what typical design objectives are

 Be able to
 explain design products and design objectives in the context of a
real world scenario
 explain the key principles for usable systems by Gould and Lewis
 discuss the statement “Make Mistake Early and Recognize
Them” in the context of usability

Focus on the Human
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We build tools that extend our abilities
Tool use, intelligence, and evolution

The way humans make and
use tools is perhaps what
sets our species apart more
than anything else. Now
scientists are more and more
uncovering the forces that
drove our lineage to our
heights of tool use — and
how tool use, in turn, might
have influenced our
evolution.”
Charles Q. Choi. 2009. Human Evolution: The Origin of Tool
Use Live Science, November 11, 2009.

Focus on the Human

Weir, A.A., Chappell, J. and Kacelnik, A., 2002. Shaping of hooks
in New Caledonian crows. Science, 297(5583), pp.981-981.
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Tools to Augment Cognition
Tool use, intelligence, and evolution

Focus on the Human
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It is not Simple to Make Good
Interactive Products!
Examples are all around us…, some basic misconceptions






If I (the developer) can use it, everyone can use it
If our non-technical staff can use it, everyone can use it
Good designs/user interfaces are applied common sense
A system is usable if all norms and style guidelines are met

That is why a process is required.

Focus on the Human
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How it does NOT work
…. Don’t fall for this

 Usability tests at the end when the product is ready and
needs to be shipped

 Designing a new and pretty skin or look & feel to a product
 Introducing HCI issues after the system architecture and the
foundations are completed

 Have the developers and testers test the usability of the
system

Focus on the Human
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Creating Interactive Systems
Structured process along the development cycle

 An interior designer can not make a great house if the
architect and engineers forgot windows, set the doors at the
wrong locations, and created an unsuitable room layout.

 Creating the user interface at the end of the project will not
work – it has been considered from the very beginning.

Focus on the Human
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Make Mistake Early and Recognize Them!
Early involvement is key

Frank Lloyd Wright

Slide Adapted from Lewis Chuang

“You can use an eraser on the drafting table
or a sledgehammer on the construction site.”

Focus on the Human
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Focus on Technology or User?

 Thomas Alva Edison (1880)
Focus on the Human

Slide Adapted from Lewis Chuang

Cylinder or Disk?

 Emile Berliner (1887)
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Focus on Technology or User?
Cylinder or Disk?

Benefits of the disc
mass-production
less storage space
easier shipping
allow double-sided
recordings

Slide Adapted from Lewis Chuang






 better marketing
(famous artistes)

 Emile Berliner (1887)
Focus on the Human
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Personal and Mobile Stereo Music
Players

Slide Adapted from Lewis Chuang

Mini-Exercise: Stereo-Belt vs. Walkman

Sony TPS-L2 (1979) by Binarysequence
CC BY-SA Wikimedia

Focus on the Human
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Design products
 Interfaces
 interactions
 environments
 tasks and processes
 user experience
 organizational structures
 society

 needs

Focus on the Human
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Why to design?
Design objectives

create new products, systems, & experiences
improve existing products
ensure safety: features and training
develop performance support
develop methods for training and assessment
Slide Adapted from Lewis Chuang








guide team and organization formation

front-end
analysis

Focus on the Human

prototyping

technical
design

test &
evaluation
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Desiging for Usability
Key Principles by Gould and Lewis, 1985

 “Any system designed for people to use should be
easy to learn (and remember], useful, that is,
contain functions people really need in their work,
and be easy and pleasant to use.”

 “…three principles of system design which we
believe must be followed to produce a useful and
easy to use computer system […]
 Early Focus on Users and Tasks
 Empirical Measurement
 Iterative Design”

Gould, J. D., & Lewis, C. (1985). Designing for usability: key principles and what designers think.
Communications of the ACM, 28(3), 300-311.

Focus on the Human
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Desiging for Usability
Key Principles by Gould and Lewis, 1985

 “Early Focus on Users and Tasks
First, designers must understand who the users will be.
[…] studying their cognitive, behavioral, anthropometric,
and attitudinal characteristics, and in part by studying the
nature of the work expected to be accomplished.

 Empirical Measurement
Second, early in the development process, intended
users should actually use simulations and prototypes to
carry out real work, and their performance and reactions
should be observed, recorded, and analyzed.

 Iterative Design
Third, when problems are found in user testing, as they
will be, they must be fixed. This means design must be
iterative: There must be a cycle of design, test and
measure, and redesign, repeated as often as necessary.”
Gould, J. D., & Lewis, C. (1985). Designing for usability: key principles and what designers think.
Communications of the ACM, 28(3), 300-311.
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with work (satisfaction).
The three goals of human factors are accomplished through the
human factors design cycle, shown in Figure 1.3. The design cycle
begins with understanding the people and system they interact
with, proceeds with creating a solution, and completes with evaluating how well the solution achieves the hum an factors goals. The
Identifying outcome
needs of
and
requirements
the
thisestablishing
evaluation becomes
an input to thefor
cycle
because
it typically leads to a deeper understanding of what people need
user experience
and identiﬁ es additional opportunities for improvement. Because
Developingdesigns
alternative
designs
thatadapt
meet
thosein unanticipated
are imperfect
and people
to designs
requirements
ways, the design process is iterative, repeating until a satisfactory
design em erges, and continues even after the ﬁ rst version is reBuilding interactive
versions of the designs
leased. This approach embodies the essence of desi gn thinking: an
focus on
the person,
iterativethe
reﬁ nement,
andand
integraEvaluating empathetic
what is being
built
throughout
process
tive thinking
considers m any aspects of design problem s to Figure 1.3 Understan d, create, evalthe user experience
it that
offers
uate design cycle.
arrive at novel solutions [7].

Four basic activities of interaction design





Understanding the people and system includes understanding the opportunities for a new product or process, or problem s
with existing system s. Most fundam entally, this understanding
identiﬁ es a need that a design can satisfy. Understanding what
people need must be coupled with an understanding of the cognitive, physical, and organizational issues involved. As an exam ple, a
human factors engineer would combine an analysis of the events
Focus on the Humanthat led up to the tragedy that occurred at St M ary’s with an
16un-
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 Name the key principles for usable systems according to
Gould and Lewis

 Give an example of an interactive systems design, that shows
the importance of the statement “Make Mistake Early and
Recognize Them”

 Describe typical design products and design objectives.
 What is the difference between design objectives and design
products?

 What are the basic activities in a human centered design
process?

Focus on the Human
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Mental Modal and Metaphors
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 Why it is hard for developers to spot usability issues.
 How mental model, conceptual model, and metaphor relate

 Be able to explain
 the terms mental and conceptual model,
 The difference between mental and conceptual model,
 what metaphors are, why they are useful, and where their
limitations are.

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Why is Something Easy to Use?
Signs and explanations for things that are usually obvious are an
indicator for a potential design problem.

(German Rail IC-Train)
Mental Models and Metaphors
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What is a Mental Model
How the user thinks it works

‘In human-computer interaction research, the notion of
"mental models" has come to be a very general catchphrase for anything having to do with end users'
knowledge of an application (van der Veer, 1990). There
is a feeling that if we could "capture" mental models,
then we could build good interfaces […]
But many […] are much less convinced of the alleged
benefits of mental models and of our ability to use them for
reasoning or other complex cognition. […] Researchers
who have investigated mental images have been struck by
how incomplete and inflexible they are…’
Nardi, B. A., & Zarmer, C. L. (1993). Beyond models and metaphors: Visual formalisms in user interface
design. Journal of Visual Languages & Computing, 4(1), 5-33.
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Mental Model
How the user reasons and understands

 Kenneth Craik (1943) ‘the mind constructs "smallscale models" of reality that it uses to anticipate
events, to reason, and to underlie explanation’

 Users acquire mental models by
 Interaction / observation
 Explanation

 Two types
 Functional – users know what to do, but not why
 Structural – users know why to do something
William Hudson. Mental Models, Metaphor and Design (2003).UK UPA and HCI2003
http://www.syntagm.co.uk/design/articles/mmmad.pdf
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Mental Model
Example: Central Heating

 You came back and it is only 15°C in your room. You
want a room temperature of 21°C. What do you do?
1. You put the thermostat to 21°C and wait
2. You put the thermostat to max (=35°) and switch it back
to 21° once it is warm?

 What different mental models do people have who
chose strategy 1 or 2?

William Hudson. Mental Models, Metaphor and Design (2003).UK UPA and HCI2003
http://www.syntagm.co.uk/design/articles/mmmad.pdf
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Mental Model
Definition by Jakob Nielson

’A mental model is what the user believes about the
system at hand.’
 ‘A mental model is based on belief, not facts: that is,
it's a model of what users know (or think they know)
about a system such as your website. Hopefully, users'
thinking is closely related to reality because they base
their predictions about the system on their mental
models and thus plan their future actions based on
how that model predicts the appropriate course.’
 ‘It's a prime goal for designers to make the user
interface communicate the system's basic nature
well enough that users form reasonably accurate (and
thus useful) mental models.’
Jakob Nielsen. Mental Models on October 17, 2010
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/mental-models/
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Mental Model
Definition by Jakob Nielson

 ‘Individual users each have their own mental model.

[…] different users might construct different mental
models of the same user interface. Further, one of
usability's big dilemmas is the common gap between
designers' and users' mental models. Because
designers know too much, they form wonderful mental
models of their own creations…, leading them to
believe that each feature is easy to understand. Users'
mental models of the UI are likely to be somewhat
more deficient, making it more likely for people to
make mistakes and find the design much more difficult
to use.

Jakob Nielsen. Mental Models on October 17, 2010
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/mental-models/
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Conceptual Model
The model the designers wants the user to have

 “A conceptual model is a high-level description of how
a system is organized and operates.”
Johnson, J., & Henderson, A. (2002). Conceptual models: begin by designing what to
design. interactions, 9(1), 25-32.

 The conceptual model
 is deliberately designed

 it allows to user to understand and operate the UI
 it draws on prior knowledge of the user
 is communicated through the interface and interaction
design
William Hudson. Mental Models, Metaphor and Design (2003).UK UPA and HCI2003
http://www.syntagm.co.uk/design/articles/mmmad.pdf
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Designer Model, User Model, and
System Model
Don Norman

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Models – Designer, Programmer, User

Hudson, W. (2001). Toward unified models in user-centered and object-oriented design.
Object Modeling and User Interface Design: Designing Interactive Systems, 313-362.

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Clarification of Terms
Different things with the same intention

 Mental Model = User Model = User’s Conceptual Model
 Conceptual Model = Designer Model
 System Model = Programmer’s Conceptual Model =
Programmer’s Model = Implementation Model
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Metaphors
Build on what the users know

‘Given the analogy, the new user can draw upon his
knowledge about the familiar situation in order to
reason about the workings of the mysterious new
computer system. For example, if the new user wants to
understand about how the computer file system
works, he need only think about how an office filing
cabinet works and then carry over this same way of
thinking to the computer file system’

Frank Halasz and Thomas P. Moran. 1982. Analogy considered harmful. In Proceedings of the 1982
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI ’82). Association for Computing Machinery, New
York, NY, USA, 383–386. DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/800049.801816
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Metaphors
Build on what the users know

‘If people employ metaphors in learning about computing
systems, the designers of those systems should anticipate and
support likely metaphorical constructions to increase the
ease of learning and using the system.’

Carroll, J. M., & Thomas, J. C. (1982). Metaphor and the cognitive representation of
computing systems. IEEE Transactions on systems, man, and cybernetics, 12(2), 107-116.

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Metaphors - Examples
Desktop Metaphor – Alan Kay at Xerox Parc

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Metaphors
… are also causing problems

‘However, metaphors suffer from numerous problems
that make them unsuitable for expressing rich application
semantics, and inappropriate for the reusable
computational structures we seek. […] Metaphors are
slippery things, and not just because they contain
irrelevancies (do we set the trash can out for garbage
pick-up on Friday mornings?) and incompletenesses
with respect to the domain they are meant to represent.
[…] Metaphors tempt us to over-generalize and to
forget distinctions that we should be remembering.’

Nardi, B. A., & Zarmer, C. L. (1993). Beyond models and metaphors: Visual formalisms in user interface
design. Journal of Visual Languages & Computing, 4(1), 5-33.

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Metaphors
Mini Exercise

 Search for examples of user interface designs that draw on
metaphors?

 Where do these metaphors work well?
 Where are they limited?
 A starting point for your search could be the early
Book shelf app on iPads / iOS

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 What is a mental model?
 What is the difference between functional and structural
mental models?

 What is a conceptual model?
 What is the difference between a mental and a conceptual
model?

 What are metaphors? What are their advantages and what
are their limitations?

Mental Models and Metaphors
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Human Centered Design
ISO 9241-210
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 The terms user centered design (UCD) and human centered
design (HCD)
 The general structure of the ISO 9241 Ergonomics of human–
system interaction
 The ISO 9241-210 Human-centered design for interactive systems
 The problems of user centered design

 Be able to explain
 Rationale for adopting human-centered design according to ISO
9241-210
 Principles and activities of human-centered design according to
ISO 9241-210
 The separation between interaction design and technical realization

Human Centered Design
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User Centered Design vs.
Human Centered Design
 The terms are used interchangeable
 Human centered is the more modern term
 With the term “human centered” the focus should be on the
person as a whole not only the user

Human Centered Design
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ISO Standards and DIN Norms

Human Centered Design
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ISO 9241
Ergonomics of human–system interaction
Many parts with specific focus















Part 1: General introduction
Part 2: Guidance on task requirements
Part 3: Visual display requirements
Part 4: Keyboard requirements
…
Part 110: Dialogue principles
Part 151: Guidance on World Wide Web user interfaces
Part 171: Guidance on software accessibility
Part 210: Human-centered design for interactive systems
…
Part 420: Selection procedures for physical input devices
Part 910: Framework for tactile and haptic interaction
Part 920: Guidance on tactile and haptic interactions

ISO 9241 Ergonomics of human–system interaction

Human Centered Design
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ISO 9241
Ergonomics of human–system interaction
Part 210: Human-centered design for interactive systems

Table of Contents

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Scope
Terms and definitions
Rationale for adopting human-centered design
Principles of human-centered design

Planning human-centered design
Human-centered design activities
Sustainability and human-centered design

Conformance

ISO 9241-210:2019(EN) Human-centered design for interactive systems

Human Centered Design
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ISO 9241-210
Human-centered design for interactive systems
3. Rationale for adopting human-centered design



“Using a human-centered approach to design and development has
substantial economic and social benefits for users, employers
and suppliers. Highly usable systems and products tend to be more
successful both technically and commercially.“



“Systems designed using human-centred methods improve quality,
for example, by:
 a) increasing the productivity of users and the operational efficiency of
organizations;
 b) being easier to understand and use, thus reducing training […] costs;
 c) increasing usability for people with a wider range of capabilities […]
 d) improving user experience;
 e) reducing discomfort and stress;

 f) providing a competitive advantage […]
 g) contributing towards sustainability objectives.”
ISO 9241-210:2019(EN) Human-centered design for interactive systems

Human Centered Design
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ISO 9241-210
Human-centered design for interactive systems
4. Principles of human-centered design

 a) the design is based upon an explicit understanding of
users, tasks and environments […]

 b) users are involved throughout design and
development […]

 c) the design is driven and refined by user-centered
evaluation […]

 d) the process is iterative […]
 e) the design addresses the whole user experience […]
 f) the design team includes multidisciplinary skills and
perspectives”

ISO 9241-210:2019(EN) Human-centered design for interactive systems

Human Centered Design
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ISO 9241-210
Human-centered design for interactive systems
6. Human-centered design activities

“a) understanding and specifying the context of use”
 What are the tasks or objectives associated with the design?

“b) specifying the user requirements”
 What expectations or requirements must the design
accommodate?

“c) producing design solutions”
 prototyping, rendering, mockup building, implementation

“d) evaluating the design”
 Conduct initial evaluations, usability testing, and ergonomic
assessment
ISO 9241-210:2019(EN) Human-centered design for interactive systems

Human Centered Design
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ISO 9241-210
Human-centered design for interactive systems
6. Human-centered design activities
Plan the humancentered design
process

Design solution
meets the user
requirements
Iterative
where
appropriate

Understand and
specify the context
of use

Evaluate designs
against
requirements

Specify the user
and organizational
requirements

Product design
solutions to meet
the user
requirements
ISO 9241-210:2019(EN) Human-centered design for interactive systems

Human Centered Design
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Software Process vs
Human Centered Design Process
Mini-Exercise

 Will the human centered design process
work well with the waterfall model?

 Does it fit agile software
development methods?

Requirements
Design
Implementation
Verification
Maintenance

Cliffydcw / CC BY-SA

Human Centered Design
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Separation between interaction design
and technical realization
Separation into a two stage process for interactive applications

 1st – Concept development and Interaction design
(quick iterations)
 Application and interaction concept

 Interaction design
 Prototypes to evaluate the concept and interaction
design

 2nd – technical realization (slow iterations)
 Technical analysis
 Technical specification (e.g. architecture, platform)

 Implementation
 Evaluation and Quality management
Human Centered Design
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Problems of User Centered Design
 Users may expect disadvantages (e.g. being replaced by
software)

 Users may have conflicting views
 Users may be wrong
 Users may be resistant to change
 In a “business environment” you are expected to create a
system with regards to the goals specified and this is
unfortunately NOT necessarily the system users would like
to have

 There is often a trade-off between the goals of employers
(customer) and employees (user)
Human Centered Design
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How easy is it to work in
multidisciplinary teams?
 Many people are involved in the process of designing and
implementing an interactive product
 Different background (e.g. design, business, CS, marketing,
administration)
 Different and conflicting low level objectives objectives

 Communication can be very difficult!
 To be able to work in a team is essential!
 Team work is a skill that can be learned

Human Centered Design
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 What is the ISO 9241-210 standard about?
 What are potential problems of user centered design
 What is the rationale for adopting human-centered design
according to ISO 9241-210

 Name the Principles and activities of human-centered design
according to ISO 9241-210

 How do the design activities according to ISO 9241-210 relate
to each other? Make a sketch.

 Explain how interaction design and technical realization can
be separated and why this may be useful.

Human Centered Design
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Principles to Support Usability
according to Alan Dix et al.
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 the principles that support usability according to Dix et al.
 what points contribute to each of the principles

 Be able to …
 explain these principles and give examples
 discuss user interface designs with regard to these principles

Principles to Support Usability
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Principles to Support Usability
By Dix et al.

 Principle 1: Learnability
 Principle 2: Flexibility
 Principle 3: Robustness

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction.
Pearson Education, p260ff, https://hcibook.com/.

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 1: Learnability
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The ease with which new users can begin effective interaction
and achieve maximal performance.







Predictability
Synthesizability
Familiarity
Generalizability
Consistency

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education https://hcibook.com/.

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 1: Learnability
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The ease with which new users can begin effective interaction
and achieve maximal performance.

 Predictability
 Determining effect of future actions
based on past interaction history
 Visibility of operations and effects

 Synthesizability
 Familiarity
 how prior knowledge applies to a new system
 affordance (‘guessability’)

 Generalizability
 Consistency
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education https://hcibook.com/.
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Principle 1: Learnability
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The ease with which new users can begin effective interaction
and achieve maximal performance.
 Predictability
 Synthesizability
 ability of the user to assess the effect of
past operations based on the current state
 the user should see the changes of an
operation
 immediate vs. eventual feedback

 Familiarity
 Generalizability
 Consistency
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education https://hcibook.com/.
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Principle 1: Learnability

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home

Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

25 seconds
Show from Movie: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hShY6xZWVGE

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education
https://hcibook.com/.
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Principle 1: Learnability
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The ease with which new users can begin effective interaction
and achieve maximal performance.






Predictability
Synthesizability
Familiarity
Generalizability
 extending specific interaction
knowledge to new situations

25 seconds
Show from Movie: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hShY6xZWVGE

 Consistency
 likeness in input/output behavior
arising from similar situations or
task objectives
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Example: Predictability, Consistency
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Principles to Support Usability
By Dix et al.

 Principle 1: Learnability
 Principle 2: Flexibility
 Principle 3: Robustness

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction.
Pearson Education, p260ff, https://hcibook.com/.
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user
preemptiveness

Principle 2: Flexibility
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The multiplicity of ways the user and system
exchange information.

 Dialogue initiative
 freedom from system imposed constraints on input dialogue
 user preemptiveness: user initiates dialog
system preemptiveness






Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 system preemptiveness: system initiates dialog

Multithreading
Task migratability
Substitutivity
Customizability

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 2: Flexibility
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The multiplicity of ways the user and system
exchange information.

 Dialogue initiative
 Multithreading
 system supports user interaction for several tasks at a time
Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 concurrent multimodality: simultaneous communication of
information pertaining to separate tasks

 interleaving multimodality: permits temporal overlap between
separate tasks, dialog is restricted to a single task

 Task migratability
 Substitutivity
 Customizability
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 2: Flexibility
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The multiplicity of ways the user and system
exchange information.

 Dialogue initiative
 Multithreading
 Task migratability
Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 passing responsibility for task
execution between user and
system, e.g. spell checking

 Substitutivity
 Customizability
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability

https://hcibook.com/.
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Principle 2: Flexibility
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The multiplicity of ways the user and system
exchange information.






Dialogue initiative
Multithreading
Task migratability
Substitutivity
Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 allowing equivalent values of
input and output to be
substituted for each other
 representation multiplicity
 equal opportunity: blurs the
distinction between input and output

 Customizability
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 2: Flexibility
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The multiplicity of ways the user and system
exchange information.
Dialogue initiative
Multithreading
Task migratability
Substitutivity
Customizability

Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis







 modifiability of the user interface by
the user (adaptability) or system (adaptivity)
 adaptability (anpassbar): users ability to
adjust the form of input and output

 adaptivity (adaptive): automatic customization
of the user interface by the system
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 2: Flexibility
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The multiplicity of ways the user and system
exchange information.
Dialogue initiative
Multithreading
Task migratability
Substitutivity
Customizability

Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis







 modifiability of the user interface by
the user (adaptability) or system (adaptivity)
 adaptability (anpassbar): users ability to
adjust the form of input and output

 adaptivity (adaptive): automatic customization
of the user interface by the system
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education
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Principles to Support Usability
By Dix et al.

Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 Principle 1: Learnability
 Principle 2: Flexibility
 Principle 3: Robustness

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction.
Pearson Education, p260ff, https://hcibook.com/.
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Principle 3: Robustness
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The level of support provided to the user in determining successful
achievement and assessment of goal-directed behaviour.






Observability

Recoverability
Task conformance
Responsiveness

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 3: Robustness
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The level of support provided to the user in determining successful
achievement and assessment of goal-directed behaviour.

 Observability
 ability of the user to evaluate the internal state of
the system from its perceivable representation

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability

Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 Recoverability
 Task conformance
 Responsiveness

https://hcibook.com/.
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Principle 3: Robustness
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The level of support provided to the user in determining successful
achievement and assessment of goal-directed behaviour.

 Observability
 Recoverability
 ability of the user to correct a recognized error
Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 reachability (states): forward (redo) / backward (undo) recovery

 commensurate effort (more effort / steps for deleting a file than for
moving it)

 Task conformance
 Responsiveness
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 3: Robustness
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The level of support provided to the user in determining successful
achievement and assessment of goal-directed behaviour.

 Observability
 Recoverability
 Task conformance
Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis

 degree to which system services
support all of the user's tasks
 task completeness
 task adequacy

 Responsiveness
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principle 3: Robustness
Principles to Support Usability Dix et al.

The level of support provided to the user in determining successful
achievement and assessment of goal-directed behaviour.
Observability

Recoverability
Task conformance
Responsiveness

Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis






 how the user perceives the rate of communication with the system
 preferred: short durations and instantaneous responses
 stability and indication of response time

Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction. Pearson Education

Principles to Support Usability
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Principles to Support Usability
By Dix et al.
Learnability
 Predictability

 Observability

 Synthesizability

 Recoverability

 Familiarity
 Generalizability
 Consistency



 Robustness

 Responsiveness
 Task conformance

Flexibility

Slide adapted from Dr. Paul Holleis



 Dialogue initiative
 Multithreading
 Task migratability
 Substitutivity
 Customizability
Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale, R. (2003). Human-computer interaction.
Pearson Education, p260ff, https://hcibook.com/.
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Conversation with Alan Dix
https://youtu.be/n8S6ZgZzgbo
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 What are the 3 principles to support usability according to Alan
Dix et al.?

 Give an example for robustness?
 How did our expectations for learnability change over the last
20 years?

 How does recoverability contribute to robustness?
 What two forms of customizability can be discriminated? Give
an example for each.

 How does predictability improve learnability? How is
predictability achieved?

Principles to Support Usability
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Reference
 Dix, A. J., Finlay, J., Abowd, G. D., & Beale,
R. (2003). Human-computer interaction.
Pearson Education, pp.260ff
https://hcibook.com/
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Know the User and Tasks

1
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 Why it is important to know the user and their tasks
 How a task frequency analysis works and what it is good for
 The concept of personas and their value for designing interacive
systems

 Be able to …
 explain why it is important to determine the supported task in the
process before the system is designed
 explain a hierarchical task analysis for a given example
 conduct a basic stakeholder analysis

Know the User and Tasks
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User engineering principles for
interactive systems
Wilfred J. Hansen. 1971

Wilfred J. Hansen. 1971. User engineering principles for interactive systems. In Proceedings
of the fall joint computer conference. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1479064.1479159
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Who is my user?
Usage Profiles “Know Thy User”

 Different people have different requirements
for their interaction with computers.

 Issues to take into account:
 goals, motivation, personality
 education, cultural background, training
 age, gender, physical abilities, …

 Experience:
 Novice users
 Knowledgeable intermittent users

 Expert frequent users
Wilfred J. Hansen. 1971. User engineering principles for interactive systems. In Proceedings
of the fall joint computer conference. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1479064.1479159
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User-Needs and Task Profiles
What is the system for?

 Find out what the user is trying to do!
 the goal
 what their needs are

 resulting tasks

 Supported tasks should be determined
before the design starts
 Functionality should only be added if
identified to help solving tasks
 Temptation: If additional functionality is cheap
to include it is often done – this can seriously
compromise the user interface concept (and
potentially the whole software system)!

 Frequency of tasks related to user profiles
Know the User and Tasks
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User Diversity
One size fits all?

 Example: flight booking webpage
 Travel agent booking many flights a day
– everyday

 A teacher organizing a field trip (once a year)
and making bookings for a large group
 A business person changing bookings while
travelling
 A family looking for a package holiday

 Basic concepts to structure the problem
 Usage profiles
 Task profiles
Know the User and Tasks
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Task Frequency Analysis
Hypothetical Analysis – travel web site

 Will one website fit all the users?
Task Group
reservation

Change of
itinerary

Booking child
care

Comparing sales
agent
performance

Persona
Sales agent

0.2

0.1

0.1

0

Manager

0

0

0

0.3

Family

0.05

0.05

0.3

0

Business
traveler

0.01

0.2

0.01

0
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Task Frequency Analysis
Mini Exercise: Instagram, YouTube, EBay, WhatsApp

 Pick one Application, think of typical personas and their
tasks, fill in hypothetical task frequencies
Task
Persona

Know the User and Tasks
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Task Frequency Analysis
What is it good for?

 Helps to shape the interaction design
 Frequent action should be simple and quick to carry out
 Infrequent action may take longer

 Menu structure should reflect this

 Example
 Frequent actions: Toolbar or special key

 Intermediate frequent actions:
ribbon menu, pull-down menu, key combination (Ctrl+S)
 Infrequent actions: Sequence of menus or dialogs

 Problem – if many (all) actions occur with very similar
relative frequency…

Know the User and Tasks
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Task Frequency Analysis
Example: Bold is more commonly used than subscript

Know the User and Tasks
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Task Frequency Analysis
Trade-off between quick access and over-crowed interface

Know the User and Tasks
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Hierarchical Task Analysis
Understanding what it takes to complete a task

William Hudson. HCI and the Web: a Tale of Two Tutorials: a Cognitive Approach to Interactive System Design and
Interaction Design Meets Agility. ACM interactions 12(1), 2005, 49-51
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Where is the Average User?
 There is no such thing as an average user!
 Usage of Persona
 Typical users but not the average

 Number game…
 Creating a software that is appropriate for a very
specific target group (e.g. 0,1% of the
population) may still find a large user base, e.g.
in Europe and the US this may be more than
half a million people

 Designing for 90% of the users will leave alone
in Germany 8 million users out
Know the User and Tasks
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Persona
Creating realistic and prototypical users

 “Software today is too often designed to please too many
users, resulting in low user satisfaction.”

 “choose the right individuals to design for […] and then to
prioritize these individuals so that the needs of the most
important users are met”

 “Personas provide a powerful tool for communicating about
different types of users and their needs, then deciding
which users are the most important to target in the design of
form and behavior”

 “Personas represent groups of users”
 Typically 3 to 12 personas
Cooper, A., Reimann, R., & Cronin, D. (2007). About face 3: the essentials of interaction design. John Wiley & Sons. p.80ff
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Why Persona
Creating realistic and prototypical users

 “Avoiding the “elastic user”
 If you do not specify the user you can change their abilities to
support a design decision made = “elastic user”

 Avoiding self-referential design
 The designer or developer often assumes (implicitly) that users
have his goals and his skills and abilities.

 Generally, make requirements concrete
 Seemingly unnecessary detail helps in making the requirements
accessible and understandable for a large audience (users,
managers, developers)
Cooper, A., Reimann, R., & Cronin, D. (2007). About face 3: the essentials of interaction design. John Wiley & Sons. p.80ff
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/book/the-encyclopedia-of-human-computer-interaction-2nd-ed/personas
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Personas for Car Design
Example from A. Cooper et al.

 Personas and goals

 Average

 Alesandro (fast and fun)

A car that is:

 Marge (safe, comfortable)

 fast, fun, safe, comfortable,
for big loads, and reliable

 Dale (big loads, reliable)

 Results in 3 designs that
differ, e.g.
 Porsche

 The car that fulfils all
requirements, will not fulfil
them well…

 City SUV

 Pick-up
Cooper, A., Reimann, R., & Cronin, D. (2007). About face 3: the essentials of interaction design. John Wiley & Sons. p.80ff
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Stakeholder Analysis
Who is interested in the system?



Identify stakeholders, e.g.

High

 Customers, team members, investors,
management, suppliers, public, press,
shareholders, government, community,
sales partners, family, …



Engage
Closely

Categorise stakeholders
• Interest in the project?
• Influence on the team and
project (Power)
• Attitude (positive / negative)
• Reasons for attitude



Keep
Satisfied

Force-field analysis
• Place people in the diagram
• Revisit throughout the project

Power
Monitor

Keep
Informed

(minimum
effort)

Low
Low

High

Interest

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newPPM_07.htm
Mendelow, Aubrey L. "Environmental Scanning-The Impact of the Stakeholder Concept." ICIS. 1981.
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 Why it is important to know the goals and tasks of the users?
 Alan Cooper argues “Software today is too often designed to
please too many users, resulting in low user satisfaction.”.
How can Persons in the design process help to address this
problem?

 Conduct a task frequency analysis for a smart TV that is
shared by a family

 Explain what personas are.
 Why is it not useful to design for an average user?
 Conduct a hierarchical task analysis for a taking a photo with
your phone and posting it on Instagram.

Know the User and Tasks
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Reference
 Wilfred J. Hansen. 1971. User engineering principles for interactive
systems. In Proceedings of the fall joint computer conference.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1479064.1479159

 William Hudson. HCI and the Web: a Tale of Two Tutorials: a Cognitive
Approach to Interactive System Design and Interaction Design Meets
Agility. ACM interactions 12(1), 2005, 49-51

 Cooper, A., Reimann, R., & Cronin, D. (2007). About face 3: the
essentials of interaction design. John Wiley & Sons.

 https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/book/the-encyclopedia-ofhuman-computer-interaction-2nd-ed/personas

 https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newPPM_07.htm
 Mendelow, Aubrey L. "Environmental Scanning-The Impact of the
Stakeholder Concept." ICIS. 1981.
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Eight Golden Rules
according to Ben Shneiderman

1
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Learning Goals
 Know the Golden Rules according to B. Sheiderman
 Understand …
 The meaning of the Golden Rules
 How these Golden Rules help to improve the quality of user
interfaces

 Be able to …
 explain the Golden Rules and give examples
 discuss user interface designs with regard to these Golden
Rules

Eight Golden Rules
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Principles for UI-Design
By by Ben Shneiderman et al.

 Principle 1: Recognize User Diversity
 Principle 2: Follow the Eight Golden Rules
 Principle 3: Prevent Errors

Eight Golden Rules
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Principles for UI-Design
By by Ben Shneiderman et al.

 Principle 1: Recognize User Diversity
 Principle 2: Follow the Eight Golden Rules
 Principle 3: Prevent Errors

Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N.,
& Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user interface: strategies for
effective human-computer interaction. Pearson.
http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Follow the 8 Golden Rules*
[*we list 9 here, there are different versions]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.


Strive for consistency
Seek universal usability
Offer informative feedback
Design dialogues to yield closure
Prevent Errors

Permit easy reversal of actions
Keep users in control
Reduce short-term memory load

Enable frequent users to use shortcuts (was 2.)

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Strive for consistency
 “Consistent sequences of actions should be required in
similar situations;

 identical terminology should be used in prompts, menus,
and help screens;

 and consistent color, layout, capitalization, fonts, and so
on, should be employed throughout.

 Exceptions, such as required confirmation of the delete
command or no echoing of passwords, should be
comprehensible and limited in number”

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Strive for consistency
Example: Consistency across applications

Eight Golden Rules
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Inconsistencies
Always strive for consistency?

 Dragging file operations?
 folder on same disk vs. folder on different disk
 file to trash can vs. disk to trash can

 Fitts’ Law suggests bigger buttons for more often used operations
 Inconsistency across platforms, e.g.
 MacOS vs. Windows
 Websites on different platforms
 Mobile device vs. TV vs. PC

 Inconsistency could be used
for getting attention
 Mock-up example

Eight Golden Rules
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Seek universal usability
… see Principle 1

 “Recognize the needs of diverse users and design for
plasticity, facilitating transformation of content.
 Novice to expert differences,

 age ranges, disabilities, international variations,
 technological diversity

 […] spectrum of requirements that guides design.”

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Offer informative feedback
 “For every user action, there should be an interface
feedback.

 For frequent and minor actions, the
response can be modest, whereas

 for infrequent and major actions,
the response should be more
substantial.”

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Offer informative feedback

Eight Golden Rules
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Offer informative feedback
Will ubiquitous computing change this?
Feedback vs. Calm Computing

Eight Golden Rules
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Design dialogues to yield closure
 “Sequences of actions should be organized into groups
with a beginning, middle, and end.

 Informative feedback at the completion of a group of
actions gives users the satisfaction of accomplishment, a
sense of relief […]

 For example, e-commerce websites move users from
selecting products to the checkout, ending with a clear
confirmation page that completes the transaction.”

 Important for actions that are not immediate and span over
a longer time or multiple steps
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Prevent Errors
 As much as possible, design the interface so that users
cannot make serious errors […]

 If users make an error, the interface should offer simple,
constructive, and specific instructions for recovery“

 Detecting errors
 Different options how to handle it:
 Involve the user with dialogs (current practice)
 Prevent the error or its consequences on system level
(e.g. create backups/versions when a file is overwritten, keep all
files that have been created by the user)
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Permit easy reversal of actions
 As much as possible, actions should be reversible.
 This feature relieves anxiety, since users know that errors

can be undone, and encourages exploration […]
 The units of reversibility may be a single action, a data-entry
task, or a complete group of actions”
 Providing UNDO functions
 Possibly with infinite depth
 Over sessions

 Not trivial (conceptually as well as technically)
 write a text, copy it into the clipboard, undo the writing, the text
is still in the clipboard…
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Permit easy reversal of actions
Discussion: Why is this not simple?

 What is the cost?
 Memory?
 Complexity?

 Why is UNDO sometimes not easy to implement and it may
be even impossible?

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Permit easy reversal of actions
In Ubiquitous Computing?

 As a basic rule – all actions should be reversible
 When is this not possible?
 Communication applications (e.g. email)
 Smart environments
 Machines
 Cars

 In certain settings processes and basic physical
laws prevent reversal of actions. Here an
interaction layer (buffering user interaction) may
be possible – but not always (e.g. breaks,
emergency stop)

Eight Golden Rules
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Keep users in control
 “Experienced users strongly desire the sense that they are
in charge of the interface and that the interface responds
to their actions.






They don’t want surprises or changes in familiar behavior”
Avoid non-causality
The system should be predictable

Current developments (AI, Ubicomp) are in contrast:
 Intelligent agents
 Smart environments
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Or just feeling in control
Keep users in control

 People have to complete tasks under noisy conditions
 Group A can switch off the noise (remark: if the switch is used,
the study results cannot be used)

 Group B has no influence over the noise

 What happens?

Urban Stress: Experiments on Noise and Social Stressors. DC Glass, JE Singer - 1972 - Academic Press

Eight Golden Rules
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Or just feeling in control
Keep users in control

 People have to complete tasks under noisy conditions
 Group A can switch off the noise (remark: if the switch is used,
the study results cannot be used)

 Group B has no influence over the noise

 What happens?
 Group A performed significantly better than the group B
 Feeling in control helps

Urban Stress: Experiments on Noise and Social Stressors. DC Glass, JE Singer - 1972 - Academic Press
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Reduce short-term memory load
 “Humans’ limited capacity for information processing in
short-term memory requires that designers avoid interfaces
in which users must remember information from one display
and then use that information on another display.”

 “rule of thumb is that people can remember ‘seven plus or
minus two chunks’ of information”

 The system should remember, not the user
 Make information that is required visible
 Recognition is easier than recall, use memory aids (visual or audio)

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben/goldenrules.html
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/
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Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
 Improves speed for experienced users
 Shortcuts on different levels
 Access to single commands, e.g. CTRL+S or toolbar

 Customizing of commands and environments, e.g. printer pre-set
(duplex, A4, …)
 Reusing actions performed, e.g. history in command lines, macro
functionality

 Shortcuts to single commands are related to consistency
 CTRL+X, CTRL+C, CTRL+V in Microsoft applications for cut, copy
and paste
 However CTRL+S (saving a document) is only implemented in
some applications…
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/shneiderman-s-eight-golden-rules-will-help-you-design-better-interfaces
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Keyboard shortcuts and History
Example: Enable frequent users to use shortcuts

Eight Golden Rules
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Keyboard shortcuts and Toolbars
Example: Enable frequent users to use shortcuts

Eight Golden Rules
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Shortcut Gestures on Smartphones
Example: Enable frequent users to use shortcuts

Poppinga, B., Sahami Shirazi, A., Henze, N., Heuten, W., & Boll, S. (2014, September). Understanding shortcut gestures on mobile
touch devices. In Proc. of the 16th int. conf. on Human-computer interaction with mobile devices & services (pp. 173-182). ACM.
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How can humans stay in control?
 “In the future, we believe that a large class of
automated and autonomous systems allow for
joint control, where the majority of decisions are
automated but where users can intervene.

Schmidt, A., & Herrmann, T. (2017). Intervention user interfaces: a new interaction paradigm for
automated systems. interactions, 24(5), 40-45.
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How can humans stay in control?
Design Principles for Intervention user interfaces








Ensure expectability and predictability.
Communicate options for interventions.
Allow easy exploration of interventions.
Easy reversal of automated and intervention actions.
Minimize required attention.

Communicate how control is shared.

Schmidt, A., & Herrmann, T. (2017). Intervention user interfaces: a new interaction paradigm for
automated systems. interactions, 24(5), 40-45.
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Principles
 abstract design rules



Golden rules and heuristics
 more concrete than principles



Standards

increasing generality

Types of Design Rules

principles
golden rules
standards
design pattern
style guides

 (very) detailed design rules



Design patterns

increasing authority

 generic solution for a specific problem



Style guides
 provided for devices, operating
systems, widget libraries




Authority: whether or not a rule must be followed or whether it is just
suggested
Generality: applied to many design situations or focused on specific
application situation.

Eight Golden Rules
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?








Name the Eight Golden Rules?
Give an example for offering informative feedback.
In which contexts may offering feedback be problematic?
Where is easy reversal of action on principle not possible?
How can consistency help with the learnability of systems?

Name three areas in the design of user interfaces where
consistency should be realized?
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Human Error
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 When and how errors should be communicated
 How human error and design are not independent

 The difference between mistakes and slips
 The concept of constraints and how they can help to
reduce errors

 Be able to …
 explain the assumptions that are made about what
errors users make
 discuss different types of slips and give examples

 Discuss how a user interface designs can be improved
to prevent errors

Human Error
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Communicating Systems Errors





What to do, if an error in the system occurs?
Will the user benefit from knowing about the error?
Can the user do something about the error?

What other solutions are available?

 If the error is provided to the user it must be
 Understandable (the user gets what the problem is)
 Actionable (the user gets options to do things)

Human Error
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Communicating Systems Errors

Human Error
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Communicating Systems Errors

Human Error
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Who’s fault is it,
if an accident happens

By Hellerick

Human Error
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Human Error as the Ultimate Explanation?

http://www.netzeitung.de/politik/deutschland/720674.html

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/5370564.stm
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About (Human) Errors…
… and implications for user interface design

• “If an error is possible, someone will make it”
(Norman)

• “Human Error” are a starting point to look for
design problems.

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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About (Human) Errors…
… and implications for user interface design

 Design implications
 Assume all possible errors will be made
 Minimize the chance to make errors (constraints)
 Minimize the effect that errors have (is difficult!)
 Include mechanism to detect errors
 Attempt to make actions reversible

 Prevent that users make errors in the first place
• Make it impossible to enter wrong commands
• Ensure that users can always recover
Shneiderman, B., Plaisant, C., Cohen, M., Jacobs, S., Elmqvist, N., & Diakopoulos, N. (2016). Designing the user
interface: strategies for effective human-computer interaction. Pearson. http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/DTUI6/

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Understanding Errors
• Errors are routinely made
• Communication and language is used between people to
clarify – more often than one imagines
• Common understanding of goals and intentions between
people helps to overcome errors

• Two fundamental categories
• Mistakes = wrong goal
• overgeneralization
• wrong conclusions

• Slips = right goal but wrong action
• Result of “automatic” behaviour
• Appropriate goal but performance/action is wrong

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.

University of Stuttgart
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Understanding Errors
 Errors are routinely made
 Communication and language is used between people to
clarify – more often than one imagines
 Common understanding of goals and intentions between
people helps to overcome errors

 Two fundamental categories
 Mistakes = wrong goal
 overgeneralization
 wrong conclusions

 Slips = right goal but wrong action
 Result of “automatic” behaviour
 Appropriate goal but performance/action is wrong
Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Understanding the types of
Slips Users Make







Capture errors
Description errors
Data driven errors
Associate action errors
Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting

Mode error

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Capture errors
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make

 Capture errors
 Two actions with common start point, the more familiar one
captures the unusual (driving to work on Saturday instead of the
supermarket)







Description errors
Data driven errors

Associate action errors
Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting
Mode error

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Description errors
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make

 Capture errors
 Description errors
 Performing an action that is close to the action that one wanted to
perform (putting the cutlery in the bin instead of the sink)






Data driven errors
Associate action errors

Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting
Mode error

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Description errors - Example

print

save

print

save

send

off

Understanding the types of Slips Users Make



Related to Gestalt theory



Example Car

send

 Different openings for fluids,
e.g. oil, water, break, …
 Openings differ in
 Size
 Position

 Mechanism to open
 Color



Design recommendations
 Make controls for different
actions look different

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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off

Data driven errors
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make

 Capture errors
 Description errors
 Data driven errors
 Using data that is visible in a particular moment instead of the data
that is well-known (calling the room number you see instead of the
phone number you know by heart)

 Associate action errors
 Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting
 Mode error

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Associate action errors
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make






Capture errors
Description errors
Data driven errors
Associate action errors
 You think of something and that influences your action. (e.g. saying
come in after picking up the phone)

 Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting
 Mode error

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make







Capture errors
Description errors
Data driven errors
Associate action errors
Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting
 In a given environment you decided to do something but when
leaving then you forgot what you wanted to do. Going back to the
start place you remember.

 Mode error

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Mode error
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make








Capture errors
Description errors
Data driven errors
Associate action errors
Loss-of-Activation error ~ forgetting

Mode error
 You forget that you are in a mode that does not allow a certain
action or where a action has a different effect

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Mode error - Example
Understanding the types of Slips Users Make



Why use modes in the first place?
 User interface trade-off, e.g.
 number of buttons needed can be reduced



Design recommendations
 Minimize number of modes
 Make modes always visible



Example alarm clock
 Mode vs. mode free
 Visualization of mode



What is your solution?
 Draw the control
elements
 Provide labels

Human Error

Setting time and alarm
with mode?

Setting time and alarm
without mode?
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Correcting Errors
Actions on different level

 If something goes wrong, we attempt corrections on the
lowest level

 A task includes action on different levels
 Drive to University
 Get into the car

 Open the car door
 Insert car key and turn
 Apply pressure to the key

…
Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Preventing Errors
Confirmation is unlikely to prevent Errors

 Example
 User: “remove the file ‘most-important-work.txt’”

 computer: “are you sure that you want to remove the
file ‘most-important-work.txt’?”
 User: “yes”
 Computer: “are you certain?”

 User: “yes of course”
 Computer: “the file ‘most-important-work.txt’ has
been removed”
 User: Oops, damm

 The user is not reconsidering the overall action – it only prompts to
think about the immediate action (clicking)

 A solution is to make the action reversible
Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Detecting Errors
 When “human” errors are detected get into a understandable
dialog with the user

Human Error
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Forcing Function
 Interlock (e.g. functions can only be done in a certain order)
 Lock-Ins (e.g. you can not leave, before you have not done
something)

 Lock-Outs (e.g. you can get in, before you have not done
something)

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Constraints to prevent errors
GUI Example



Physical constraints

Date unconstrained

 Basic physical limitations



Semantic constraints
 Assumption to create something meaningful



Cultural constraints
 Borders and context provided by cultural
conventions



Logical constraints

Date constrained

 Restrictions due to reasoning



Applying constraints is a design decision!
 Practical way to realize the principle
“prevent errors”

Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Sketching a Form
Mini-Exercise: Preventing Errors



Design a Webform for inputting the following information:
 Family Name, First Name
 Country
 Town, post code, street name and number

 Email address
 Gender
 Birthday incl. year
 Phone number





What typical errors do you expect when people fill in the form?
How to minimize the possibility of errors?
How to minimize the effect of errors?

Human Error
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What errors do you expect?
Mini-Exercise: How would you prevent them?

Human Error
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What errors do you expect?
Mini-Exercise: How would you prevent them?

Human Error
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What errors do you expect?
Mini-Exercise: How would you prevent them?
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 When and how errors should be communicated
 How human error and design are not independent

 The difference between mistakes and slips
 The concept of constraints and how they can help to
reduce errors

 Be able to …
 explain the assumptions that are made about what
errors users make
 discuss different types of slips and give examples

 Discuss how a user interface designs can be improved
to prevent errors

Human Error
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 When should you not communicate a system error to the user?
 Given a Webform – discuss the statement “All possible errors
will be made.”






Explain the difference between mistakes and slips
What is a capture error? Give an example.
What is a data driven error? Give an example.
Explain physical constraints on the example of a Micro-USB
and USB-C connector

 Explain the concept of constraints using the example of a DatePicker

 Discuss how a user interface designs can be improved to
prevent errors

Human Error
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Style Guides and UI Guidelines
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Learning Goals
 Know about standards, recommendations, regulations and
laws applicable to user interface design

 Understand …
 The basic structure of a user interface guideline
 What is described in a user interface guideline

 Be able to …
 find for specific user interface elements, how the should be
designed and behave on a given platform (e.g. where to find,
how to design a switch in iOS)

UI Guidelines
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Principles
 abstract design rules



Golden rules and heuristics
 more concrete than principles



Standards

increasing generality

Types of Design Rules

principles
golden rules
standards
design pattern
style guides

 (very) detailed design rules



Design patterns

increasing authority

 generic solution for a specific problem



Style guides
 provided for devices, operating
systems, widget libraries




Authority: whether or not a rule must be followed or whether it is just
suggested
Generality: applied to many design situations or focused on specific
application situation.

UI Guidelines
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(more) Guidelines
Hix and Hartson, Developing User Interfaces, Wiley, 1993
















User centered design
Know the user
Involve the user
Prevent user errors
Optimize user operation
Keep control with the user
Help the user to get started
Give a task-based mental model
Be consistent
Keep it simple
Design for memory limitations
Use recognition rather recall
Use cognitive directness
Draw on real world analogies

UI Guidelines















Use informative feedback
Give status indicators
Use user-centred wording
Use non-threatening wording
Use specific constructive advice
Make the system take the blame
Do not anthropomorphise
Use modes cautiously
Make user action reversible
Get attention judiciously
Maintain display inertia
Organize screen to manage complexity
Accommodate individual difference
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ISO 9241
Ergonomics of human–system interaction
Many parts with specific focus















Part 1: General introduction
Part 2: Guidance on task requirements
Part 3: Visual display requirements
Part 4: Keyboard requirements
…
Part 110: Dialogue principles
Part 151: Guidance on World Wide Web user interfaces
Part 171: Guidance on software accessibility
Part 210: Human-centered design for interactive systems
…
Part 420: Selection procedures for physical input devices
Part 910: Framework for tactile and haptic interaction
Part 920: Guidance on tactile and haptic interactions

ISO 9241 Ergonomics of human–system interaction

UI Guidelines
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ISO 9241
Ergonomics of human–system interaction
Part 210: Human-centered design for interactive systems

ISO 9241 Ergonomics of human–system interaction

UI Guidelines
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ISO 9241
Ergonomics of human–system interaction
Part 110 Dialogue Principles









Suitability for the task
Self-descriptiveness
Controllability
Conformity with user expectations
Error tolerance

Suitability for individualisation
Suitability for learning

ISO 9241 Ergonomics of human–system interaction
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Recommendations, Regulations & Laws
Verordnung über Arbeitsstätten (Arbeitsstättenverordnung - ArbStättV)
Allgemeine Anforderungen
Maßnahmen zum Schutz vor besonderen Gefahren
Arbeitsbedingungen
Sanitär-, Pausen- und Bereitschaftsräume, Kantinen, Erste-Hilfe-Räume
und Unterkünfte
Ergänzende Anforderungen und Maßnahmen für besondere Arbeitsstätten
und Arbeitsplätze
Maßnahmen zur Gestaltung von Bildschirmarbeitsplätzen

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.

Allgemeine Anforderungen an Bildschirmarbeitsplätze

2.

Allgemeine Anforderungen an Bildschirme und Bildschirmgeräte

3.

Anforderungen an Bildschirmgeräte und Arbeitsmittel für die ortsgebundene
Verwendung an Arbeitsplätzen

4.

Anforderungen an tragbare Bildschirmgeräte für die ortsveränderliche
Verwendung an Arbeitsplätzen

5.

Anforderungen an die Benutzerfreundlichkeit von Bildschirmarbeitsplätzen

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/arbst_ttv_2004/anhang.html
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Recommendations, Regulations & Laws
Verordnung über Arbeitsstätten (Arbeitsstättenverordnung - ArbStättV)
6.5 Anforderungen an die Benutzerfreundlichkeit von Bildschirmarbeitsplätzen
(1) Beim Betreiben der Bildschirmarbeitsplätze hat der Arbeitgeber dafür zu
sorgen, dass der Arbeitsplatz den Arbeitsaufgaben angemessen gestaltet
ist. Er hat insbesondere geeignete Softwaresysteme bereitzustellen.
(2) Die Bildschirmgeräte und die Software müssen entsprechend den
Kenntnissen und Erfahrungen der Beschäftigten im Hinblick auf die
jeweilige Arbeitsaufgabe angepasst werden können.
(3) Das Softwaresystem muss den Beschäftigten Angaben über die
jeweiligen Dialogabläufe machen.
(4) Die Bildschirmgeräte und die Software müssen es den Beschäftigten
ermöglichen, die Dialogabläufe zu beeinflussen. Sie müssen eventuelle
Fehler bei der Handhabung beschreiben und eine Fehlerbeseitigung mit
begrenztem Arbeitsaufwand erlauben.
(5) Eine Kontrolle der Arbeit hinsichtlich der qualitativen oder quantitativen
Ergebnisse darf ohne Wissen der Beschäftigten nicht durchgeführt werden.

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/arbst_ttv_2004/anhang.html
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Recommendations, Regulations & Laws
Verordnung zur Schaffung barrierefreier Informationstechnik nach dem
Behindertengleichstellungsgesetz

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bitv_2_0/index.html

UI Guidelines
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Recommendations, Regulations & Laws
Verordnung zur Schaffung barrierefreier Informationstechnik nach dem
Behindertengleichstellungsgesetz

§ 1 Ziele
 (1) Die Barrierefreie-Informationstechnik-Verordnung dient
dem Ziel, eine umfassend und grundsätzlich
uneingeschränkt barrierefreie Gestaltung moderner
Informations- und Kommunikationstechnik zu
ermöglichen und zu gewährleisten.
 (2) Informationen und Dienstleistungen öffentlicher Stellen,
die elektronisch zur Verfügung gestellt werden, sowie
elektronisch unterstützte Verwaltungsabläufe mit und
innerhalb der Verwaltung, einschließlich der Verfahren zur
elektronischen Aktenführung und zur elektronischen
Vorgangsbearbeitung, sind für Menschen mit
Behinderungen zugänglich und nutzbar zu gestalten
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bitv_2_0/index.html
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Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1
WCAG 2.1 at a Glance, Summary, www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21



“Perceivable
 Provide text alternatives for non-text content,
 Provide captions and other alternatives for multimedia.
 Create content that can be presented in different ways, including by assistive technologies, without losing meaning.



 Make it easier for users to see and hear content.

Operable
 Make all functionality available from a keyboard.
 Give users enough time to read and use content.
 Do not use content that causes seizures or physical reactions.
 Help users navigate and find content.



 Make it easier to use inputs other than keyboard.

Understandable
 Make text readable and understandable.
 Make content appear and operate in predictable ways.



 Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

Robust
 Maximize compatibility with current and future user tools.”

UI Guidelines
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User Interface Guidelines
 Define how the user interface
 Looks like
 Is operated
 Reacts
 Feels

 Usually most is “encoded” in the libraries, frameworks and
UI builder

 Need to learn, how to find it and how to read it

UI Guidelines
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macOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/macos/

UI Guidelines
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macOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/macos/

UI Guidelines
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macOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/macos/
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iOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/views/
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iOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/views/
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iOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/views/

UI Guidelines
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watchOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/watchos/overview/themes/

UI Guidelines
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watchOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/watchos/overview/themes/

UI Guidelines
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watchOS Human Interface Guidelines

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/watchos/overview/themes/
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Material Design
Material Design

https://material.io/design

UI Guidelines
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Material Design

https://material.io/design

UI Guidelines
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Material Design

https://material.io/design

UI Guidelines
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Windows Design and UI

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/design/

UI Guidelines
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Windows Design and UI

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/design/
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Windows Design and UI

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/design/

UI Guidelines
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Webstyle Guide

https://webstyleguide.com/

UI Guidelines
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Apple Human Interface Guidelines (2005)

Apple Human Interface Guidelines (2005), Apple Computer, Inc., p55
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Apple Human Interface Guidelines (2005)

Apple Human Interface Guidelines (2005), Apple Computer, Inc
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Gnome Human interfaces

https://people.gnome.org/~fpeters/hig3.pdf

UI Guidelines
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Gnome Human interfaces

https://developer.gnome.org/hig/stable/visual-layout.html.en
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Gnome Human interfaces

https://developer.gnome.org/hig/stable/pointer-and-touch-input.html.en
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Gnome User Interface Checklist

https://developer.gnome.org/accessibility-devel-guide/stable/gad-checklist.html.en
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Gnome User Interface Checklist

https://developer.gnome.org/accessibility-devel-guide/stable/gad-checklist.html.en
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Gnome User Interface Checklist

https://developer.gnome.org/accessibility-devel-guide/stable/gad-checklist.html.en
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Gnome User Interface Checklist

https://developer.gnome.org/accessibility-devel-guide/stable/gad-checklist.html.en
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Gnome User Interface Checklist

https://developer.gnome.org/accessibility-devel-guide/stable/gad-checklist.html.en
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Gnome User Interface Checklist

https://developer.gnome.org/accessibility-devel-guide/stable/gad-checklist.html.en
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 What are the main recommendations in the 4 main
recommendations in the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) 2.1

 What is the common structure for a user interface guideline?
What are typical parts that are described?

 Find where the following is described described.
 How do you design buttons on the apple watch?
 What recommendations are there for icon design for Windows?
 What are the font recommendations for Material Design?
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Constraints and Mappings
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Learning Goals
 Understand …
 What constraints are in the context of interaction design and
user interfaces

 How mappings impact the easy of use

 Be able to …
 use mappings and constraints as mechanisms in the design of
user interfaces to prevent errors
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Example: USB
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Physical Constraints & Affordances
 USB Memory Stick vs. DVD vs. money
 How many ways can you put them in?
 If there is more than one option (physically) cater for these
cases

 Dials vs. Buttons vs. Sliders
 Dials are turned
 Buttons are pressed
 Sliders are pushed
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Constraints
 Physical constraints
 Basic physical limitations

 Semantic constraints
 Assumption to create something meaningful

 Cultural constraints
 Borders and context provided by cultural conventions

 Logical constraints
 Restrictions due to reasoning

Applying constraints is a design decision!
A Practical way to realise the principle “prevent errors”
Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things: Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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Cultural Constraints
 Universal or culturally specific
 Arbitrary conventions that
have been learned
 Users’ expectations build on
cultural constraints

 Example Colors
 Red
 Green
 Blue
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Mapping
 Relationship between controls and action
 Mappings should be
 Understandable
(e.g. moving the mouse up move the slider up)
 Consistent
 Recognizable or at least quickly
learnable and easy to recall
 Natural, meaning to be consistent
with knowledge the user already has

 Example: cooker
 For these issues see also Gestalt theory!
Constraints and Mappings
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Mapping
Example

Click anywhere on the envelop to place it
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Mapping
Example

 “Natural” mappings can be
found in many areas

 It is not always obvious what
the “natural” mapping is

 Correlation with cultural
constraints
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Did you understand this block?
Can you answer these questions?

 What different constrains are relevant for the design of user
interfaces?

 Explain cultural constraints in the context of Uis.
 What is important when we design mappings? How can
mappings increase or decrease usability?
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Reference
 Norman, D. A. (2013). The design of everyday things:
Revised and expanded edition. New York: Doubleday.
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